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Oncology Center

Eastern Oregon Cancer
Center at Pendleton:
Written in Stone
By: Dan Moore

Dan offering words of hope and inspiration for

On September 7th, the Eastern Oregon Cancer
Network invited members of the local community
to write words of hope and inspiration on the
unfinished walls of Eastern Oregon Cancer Center
at Pendleton.

those who will be treated at EOCC

I am grateful that we are afforded the
opportunity to stop construction on each of our
new builds and bring in the community to show support for those who will be treated within these
walls.
The inscriptions are offered with heartfelt inspiration to all who have been touched by cancer –
patients, physicians, caregivers, and family members. The thoughts, prayers, poems and drawings
reflect a wide range of emotions, as each cancer journey is personal and unique.
This year we were able to capture a behind the scenes video with commentary from Dr. Juno Choe,
Medical Director of Eastern Oregon Cancer Center at Pendleton, as well as other community
members. I hope you enjoy the video below as much as I did.
Grateful,

Dan

Now Hiring!
Radiation Business Solutions is growing! At RBS we know our people make us who we are. We
empower our employees to keep learning, keep growing, and to achieve their personal and
professional goals. We are currently accepting applications for the following positions:
Patient Advocate in our corporate office
Lead Radiation Therapist at Eastern Oregon Cancer Center at Pendleton
Patient Liaison at Eastern Oregon Cancer Center at Pendleton
To learn more and apply click here!

Employee Spotlight: Jackie!
Jackie is the Training Coordinator for Radiation Business Solutions. Her job is all encompassing; from
training new hires to continuing education with current employees, performing client audits and
running reports, Jackie stays busy!
What do you do in your free time?
I enjoy spending time with family and friends as well as going on runs with my dog.
What do you feel is your best attribute?
My adaptability
What is something special about you most people don’t know?
I am a hobbyist seamstress
What led you to this career?
Good connections led me to this career. Originally, I did not have a sense of where I wanted to go or
what I wanted to be. I made it to RBS through a recommendation, and I enjoyed the job,
enviorment, and the culture right away. Without the connections I made in college, I would not have
found this career option.

What is the most rewarding part of working for Radiation Business Solutions?
The most rewarding thing about working for RBS is knowing that we are making a difference in the
lives of doctors and patients. I am able to tie out daily tasks and work to the bigger picture. This
allows me to feel good about coming to work everyday, and it is encouraging to be around a team
centered on helping others.
What would you do if you won the lottery?
Take my family on a vacation and alleviate any debt I or my family have incurred.
What are three words your co-workers would use to describe you?
Reliable
Responsible
Analytical
What was the best advice you received?
Make yourself valuable in everything you do.
Jackie, we appreciate all you do in ensuring that our employees are well trained and our clients are
receiving the best information possible, you are an asset to RBS.

Rachel Mudd and Maddie Zenker at the Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter Work Project in Nashville

Jimmy & Rosalynn Carter Work Project
Maddie Zenker and Rachel Mudd, Revenue Navigators at Radiation Business Solutions, had the
distinct honor to participate in the 36th Annual Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter Work Project benefiting
Habitat for Humanity.
Held in Nashville, 21 families worked to build their Habitat homes alongside former President
Jimmy Carter, first lady Rosalynn Carter, Garth Brooks and Trisha Yearwood, as well as hundreds of
volunteers from across Middle Tennessee and the United States.
Since 1984, President and Mrs. Carter have traveled around the world with Habitat to build and
improve homes. Their time and efforts help to raise awareness of the critical need for affordable
homeownership around the world. For 35 years, President and Mrs. Carter have worked alongside
more than 103,000 volunteers in 14 countries to help build, renovate or repair 4,331 homes.
RBS has been pleased to support our local chapter of Habitat for Humanity for many years. In fact,
Dan Moore was recently honored with the John E. Mayfield Hammer of Hope Volunteer of the Year
Award which celebrates the volunteer efforts of one individual who has made a difference through
Habitat for Humanity in Cheatham County.
We are very proud of Dan, and grateful to our team for continuing to support this great cause!

Upcoming Meetings
Will you be at this event? If so, please be sure to
say hello!
ACCC National Oncology Conference
October 30 – November 1, 2019
Orlando, FL
Visit Denise Gerlach in booth #315

Non-Profit of the Quarter
Want to help a colleague ramp up their oncology program – and do some good for our industry at
the same time? We’ve got you covered! Send your friend our way and if they sign a contract with
us for billing services, revenue navigator services, or Pro Re Nata subscription services, we will
make a donation to our “Non-Profit of the Quarter!”
This quarter we have selected Radiating Hope! Radiating Hope is a 100% volunteer-run, mountain
climbing, cancer-cure focused nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization. Their mission is to improve cancer
care, specifically radiation oncology care, around the globe. Learn more about Radiating Hope
here!
If you know of an oncology program that needs some assistance with their revenue cycle or has
other management or consulting needs, contact us at info@RadiationBusiness.com or
615.746.1705. Thank you for helping us to help others!

Radiation Business Solutions creates value for oncology programs, while creating a better financial
experience for cancer patients. Since 2004, we’ve provided oncology-specific strategies to physicians and
hospital based programs, including total revenue cycle management, patient experience programs, referral
optimization services, and new cancer center development.
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